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The Broadband Committee met on Wednesday, May 8, 2019. Present were Susan 
Raymond, Chris Tallackson, Nancy Rutter and Arthur McGuire. 


The main topic was the Broadband Open House taking place this Saturday, May 16th, 
10 a.m. at the Firehouse. We will have representatives from the three wired broadband 
providers in Taghkanic — Gtel, MidHudson Cable and Consolidated Communications. 
Dave Berman of Connect Columbia will give an introduction. We will ask Ryan Skoda if 
he wishes to make any preliminary remarks. The program will include approximately an 
hour of presentations by the broadband providers and an hour where each provider will 
have a table to offer literature and field individual questions from residents in their 
geographic areas. The existing Broadband Map will be placed on an easel at the 
program.  We will also print copies of the Broadband Guide, including an updated map, 
for those who have not seen it online at the TGazette. Members of the committee will 
follow up with assigned broadband providers prior to the Open House.  Name cards, 
tablecloths, seating arrangements  and chairs will be taken care of. Tables will be 
available for other Town-related literature such as CAC and fire company recruitment. 
We will request email addresses from those who attend. 

 

Regarding our marketing, invitations have gone out to the owners of all the properties 
in Town. Nancy Rutter has had small posters printed that we are placing at nearby 
businesses. Susan Raymond has prepared a press release and is sending it to the 
Register Star and the Columbia Paper.  The fire Company sign now announces the 
event. Invitations were sent to the offices of our Member of Congress, State Senator 
and State Assembly member but we have received no response. We are following up 
with them. We do not know how many residents will attend but we expect at least 50 
and are hoping for about 100. The Firehouse holds 200 sitting and 400 standing, but 
such numbers may be wishful thinking. 


At Wednesday’s meeting, Arthur reported on a recent conversation with Gtel’s General 
Manager, Frank Boscarillo. Current progress includes:


— He and Sandy Martin, Gtel’s outside public relations consultant, will speak at the 
Open House. They recently made a short presentation at the Livingston Town Meeting. 

— Final pole applications have been made. There are now several thousand poles in 
make ready.  New poles can be seen in the areas of New Forge, Klein and Doodletown 
Roads.  The Gallatin Hut should be lit in a couple of weeks. 

— They have a new plan for the drilling under the Taghkanic State Parkway. Instead of 
drilling 2,400 feet at Route 82, they will drill about a quarter of a mile away which will 
only require 800 feet of boring. They still plan to drill at Post Hill Road. 

 — Design is largely done in Phase 3. 

— Substantial progress has been made in Phase 2.




— Splicing cabinets for phases 1 and 2 have been installed.  Phase 3 cabinets should 
be installed in a couple of weeks. 

 — Installation to the home in Phase 1 is expected within two months. 

— work to extend the fiber to Taconic Hills School is expected next year and they are 
in contact with the School Superintendent. 

— Regular weekly phone conferences with the State, Gtel, National Grid and Verizon 
continue. 


In short, Gtel and the other providers appear to be living up to their commitments in 
Taghkanic. We look forward to our residents’ learning more at Saturday’s Open House.  


Arthur McGuire 

Chairman
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